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The lateral amygclaloid
nucleus (AL) is anatomically
connected with sensory processing
structures
in the thalamus
and cortex and is believed to be critically involved in emotional processing
by virtue of these connections.
In order to
understand
further how auditory projections
to AL contribute
to emotional
processing,
acoustic
response
properties
of
single AL neurons were characterized
in rats. Recordings
were also made in the posterior
striatum dorsal to AL. Many
cells in AL and the striatum could be driven by broad-band
auditory stimulation
with white noise or clicks. Initial onset
latencies were typically between
12 and 25 msec. Most cells
also had later responses
(60-I 50 msec), and a few only had
late responses.
In frequency
receptive
field tests, different
classes of cells were identified.
One group had relatively
clear frequency
preferences.
Thresholds
for these relatively
tuned cells tended to be somewhat
higher in AL than in the
striatum.
Frequency
preferences
for AL cells were always
above 10 kHz. Although
most striatal cells had preferences
for frequencies
above 10 kHz, some cells were found with
frequencies
below 10 kHz as well. A second group of acoustically responsive
neurons, much more common in AL than
in the striatum, showed
no frequency
specificity
(untuned
cells). These responded
to a wide range of frequencies,
even
at intensities
near threshold.
A third group, found mainly in
AL (-60%
of the total population
of cells examined
in AL),
exhibited
rapid habituation
to auditory stimuli. These tended
to have high thresholds
(80-100
dB). Because these cells
habituated
so quickly, frequency
specificity
could not be
determined.
Responses
in AL and the striatum were compared with responses
in the “specific”
auditory relay nucleus of the thalamus, the ventral division of the medial geniculate body, where cells had shorter onset latencies, narrower
tuning functions,
and lower-intensity
thresholds
than cells
in AL and striatal areas. These findings show that cells in
AL exhibit a wide range of auditory tuning properties
and
suggest that information
processing
in the amygdala
might
be fruitfully studied as a direct extension
of processing
in
sensory afferent structures.
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The amygdala is one synapseremoved from sensoryprocessing
areasof the thalamus (LeDoux et al., 1985, 1990a;Turner and
Herkenham, 1991) and cortex (Whitlock and Nauta, 1956;Jones
and Powell, 1970; Herzog and Van Hoesen, 1975; Veening,
1978; Turner et al., 1980; Ottersen, 1982; Russchen, 1982;
Amaral, 1987; LeDoux et al., 1991). These connections are
believed to underlie the amygdala’srole asan essentialstructure
in the neural circuitry through which sensory stimuli are endowed with emotional significance (Weiskrantz, 1956; Gloor,
1960; Geschwind, 1965;Jonesand Mishkin, 1972;Mishkin and
Aggleton, 1981; Rolls, 1986; LeDoux, 1987).
The closeassociationof the amygdalawith sensoryprocessing
areas of the brain suggeststhat amygdala neurons should be
highly responsiveto sensorystimuli and might display sensory
tuning (receptive field) properties not altogether unlike those
found in primary sensory systems.A number of studies have,
in fact, shownthat amygdalaneuronsareresponsiveto relatively
simple sensoryevents (e.g., auditory tones, visual flashes,somesthetic touches)(Brown and Buchwald, 1973; Le Gal La Salle
and Ben-Ari, 1981; Pascoe and Kapp, 1985; Schutze et al.,
1987) as well as to complex, biologically significant stimuli
(O’Keefe and Bouma, 1969; Fuster and Uyeda, 1971; Jacobs
and McGinty, 1972; Sangheraet al., 1979; Ono et al., 1988;
Brothers et al., 1990). However, it is not known whether responsesto simple events, like pure tones, reflect frequencyspecific coding or broad tuning, nor whether responsesto complex events, like species-specificcalls, reflect highly specialized
encoding of stimulus configurations or simple trigger stimuli
embedded in complex events. Although questions about the
sensory functions of an area of the brain are traditionally approached by analyzing the receptive field properties of the neurons in that area, this kind of analysishas not been performed
on amygdala neurons. A sensory receptive field analysis might
provide new insightsinto the information processingfunctions
of amygdala neurons and might also provide new clues as to
how information processingby amygdala neurons transforms
sensorysignalsinto emotional events.
The purposeof this study wasto characterize auditory receptive field properties of singleneurons in the lateral amygdaloid
nucleus(AL) of the rat. AL was chosenbecauseit is the major
amygdaloid recipient of sensory projections (Herzog and Van
Hoesen, 1975; Turner et al., 1980; Amaral, 1987; LeDoux et
al., 1990a, 1991). Recordings were also made in striatal areas
dorsal to AL. Auditory responseproperties of units in AL and
the striatum (STR) were compared with those of units in the
ventral division (MGv) of the medial geniculate body (MGB),
the specific or “lemniscal” thalamocortical auditory relay nu-
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cleus (Morest, 1965; Calford and Webster, 198 1; Calford, 1983),
in order to evaluate the relationship of auditory responses of
units in nonauditory

areas (amygdala

and STR) with

units in

classicalauditory pathways.
Materials and Methods
Studies were conducted on male Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 20) weighing
between 300 and 350 gm. Chloral hydrate (7% in H,O, i.p., 420 mg/
kg) was administered prior to surgery and supplemented as needed
(every l-2 hr) throughout the experiment. Body temperature was regulated by a heating pad.
The rats were positioned in a Kopf stereotaxic frame with blunt ear
bars. Stereotaxic coordinates for AL and MGv, measured from bregma,
were calculated on the basis of an atlas of the rat brain (Paxinos and
Watson, 1986). The cranium was exposed, a small hole was drilled
above the left AL or MGv, and the dura was punctured. Three small
jewelers screws were placed in the anterior portion of the skull, and a
rod, attached to the stereotaxic frame, was cemented to the cranial
screws with dental acrylic. This rod, used to hold the head in the stereotaxic plane, made it possible to remove one ear bar (usually the right)
and replace it with a calibrated sound transmission tube for delivery of
stimuli close to the typanic membrane (see below).
The stereotaxic instrument and rat were transferred to a double-wall,
sound-attenuated room. A metal microelectrode (impedance, 2-5 MR
at 1000 Hz) was stereotaxically positioned about l-l .5 mm dorsal to
AL or to MGv. Neural potentials were amplified (10,000 X) by an AC
amplifier (model WDR 420, Fintronics, Derby, CT), displayed on a
dual-trace storage oscilloscope (Tektronix 5 111 A), and sent to a BrainWave DISCOVERYdata acquisition and analysis system (BrainWave Systems, Bloomfield, CO) controlled through an AST 386 personal computer (PC). Digitized unit responses were selected for a 2:l minimal
signal-to-noise ratio, and those exceeding this criterion were segregated
on line using the DISCOVERYalgorithms. In brief, the DISCOVERYsoftware
allows the on-line sorting of single units from multiunit clusters on the
basis of waveform parameters. On-line spike sorting was used to segregate obviously heterogeneous clusters in order to facilitate the on-line
receptive field analysis (see below), but the final data analysis was based
on off-line spike sorting performed with the Brain Wave common processing software.
Auditory stimuli (clicks, white noise, tones) were synthesized by the
BrainWave Systems auditory stimulator. The auditory stimulator is
integrated with the DISCOVERYsoftware and hardware and consists of a
digital signal processing (DSP) board (Texas Instruments ‘C30,33 MIPS),
dual 18-bit D/A and 16-bit A/D converters, and an external dual 8 Q
250 W passive programmable attenuator (127 dB range in 1.O + 0.25
dB steps) connected to a 200 W/channel power amplifier (Denon POA
2400) all controlled by the AST 386 PC.
Stimuli were delivered through a Sony earphone (MDR V6), stripped
of its plastic housing, and mounted securely in a stainless steel container.
The earphone was separated from the front and rear internal walls of
the container by rubber O-rings. The front wall of the container was
tapered down to a centrally located hole (4 mm diameter) in which a 3
cm length of stainless steel tubing (4 mm o.d.) was fitted and used for
sound transmission. A stereotaxic ear bar was attached to the center of
the exterior rear wall of the container. During the experiment, the earphone housing assembly replaced one of the ear bars that had been used
to hold the animal in the stereotaxic plane during surgery (see above).
The distal end of the sound transmission tube fit snugly into the ear
canal, allowing the delivery of stimuli close to the tympanic membrane.
The sound transmission tube was always placed in the ear contralateral
to the hemisphere from which recordings were made.
The sound delivery system was calibrated using the BrainWave auditory stimulator speaker calibration procedure. The first step involved
determination of the power output of the sound delivery system with
respect to a reference tone (1 kHz at 94 dB re 20 PPa) generated by a
Bruel and Kjaer (B&K) model 4230 sound level calibrator. A condenser
micrODhOne/UreamDlifier (B&K models 4133 and 2639T) was placed
inside fitted opening of the sound level calibrator. The output-of the
microphone/preamplifier
was further amplified by a custom built, lownoise, high-gain operational amplifier (op-amp), the output of which
was fed into an analog input of the auditory stimulator. Through the
DSP board, the PC collected 8 192 samples at 163.84 kHz and passed

these values through a fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation to calculate the power of the reference sound. This reference power value,
together with the microphone calibration curve supplied by B&K, allowed the conversion of additional values measured through the analog
input of the auditory stimulator into absolute SPL values.
The microphone/preamplifier
was then inserted into a plastic holder.
The holder. ulaced over the distal end of the sound transmission tube.
positioned the microphone at approximately the same location as the
tympanic membrane with respect to the end of the sound tube during
the experiment. The computer delivered 400 frequencies from 200 Hz
to 40 kHz (in steps of 20 Hz between 200 and 5000 Hz and in steps of
200 Hz above 5000 Hz). For each frequency passed through the earphone, microphone, microphone preamplifier, op-amp, and auditory
stimulator analog input, the computer again collected 8 192 samples (at
163.84 kHz) and performed an FFT operation to determine the power
output for that frequency. The values were converted into SPL values
(see above).
During the calibration procedure, the full output of the Denon power
amplifier was attenutated by 30 dB. The output at the reference frequency (1 kHz) was 85 dB, which was thus 30 dB below the maximal
output of the system for that frequency. The calibrated outputs of other
frequencies were represented as deviations from the reference frequency
output. A calibration curve was produced by converting + deviations
from the reference intensity (85 dB SPL) into absolute SPL values for
each frequency. Over the range of frequencies calibrated, the calibration
curve obtained varied between 100 dB (at 2 kHz) to 40 dB (at 22 kHz).
Tones and intensities used for stimulus presentations were carefully
selected so as to match the maximal output and attenuation limits of
the sound delivery system. The maximal output for a given frequency
is the calibrated intensity value of the frequency plus the amount of
attenuation used in calibration (30 dB). These maximal output limits
allowed us to generate intensities of at least 80 dB for all frequencies
tested, except the 22-23 kHz range, within which we could only reach
a maximum intensity of 70 dB. The attenuation limit for a given frequency is the attenuation range of the system (127 dB) minus the attenutation level used during calibration (30 dB) minus the calibrated
intensitv value for that freauencv. The lowest SPL possible for a frequency is then the calibratedintensity value minus theattenuation limit.
These-attenuation limits allowed us to reduce stimulus intensity to at
least 0 dB SPL (and often to -20 dB) for most freauencies. Although
the intensities used were calibrated with respect to the SPL scale, the
intensities expressed are best viewed as relative values since we did not
use a sealed sound system that was calibrated near the tympanic membrane for each animal.
The electrode was advanced from its resting position (about 1.5 mm
above AL or MGv) until unit activity was encountered during presentation of broad-band acoustic search stimuli: white noise bursts (100
msec duration with 20 msec rise and decay times) or clicks (500 ,usec
duration, with 10 wsec rise and decay times). Once evoked activity was
detected, multiunit clusters were segregated on line into single units or
into smaller clusters using the Brain Wave DISCOVERYsoftware. Clusters
were resorted off line for purposes of data analysis (see below). If one
or several isolated cells or clusters exhibited a time-locked response to
the broad-band search stimuli, frequency receptive fields were assessed
by delivering several different intensities of isointensity tones (10-15
constant-intensity tones varying in frequency and presented in order of
ascending frequencies). The duration of each tone was 50 msec, including 10 msec rise and decay times. Each isointensity series of tones
was repeated 10 times for the purpose of histogram construction. The
intensity of the first isointensity tone series was selected so as to be well
above threshold. Tone series intensity was lowered in lo-20 dB steps
until threshold was reached. Threshold was defined as the intensity
below which the unit showed no detectable excitatory change from
background on the basis of short-latency responses in histograms constructed on line and on the basis ofacoustically monitored spike activity.
In most experiments, the tones were delivered at a repetition rate of
one per second. In later studies we determined that slower rates (one
per 5 set) were useful for units that exhibited rapid habituation to
auditory stimuli.
At the end of each successful recording session, two small lesions (100
FA, 8 set) were made 2 mm apart in the dorsal-ventral plane of one
track. Animals were perfused with 10% buffered formalin with potassium ferrocyanide (5%) and potassium ferricyanide (5%). The brains
were frozen and cut on a sliding microtome (40 pm sections), and
mounted sections were stained with thionin (0.25%). Tracks were re-
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constructed on the basis of the lesion location using a camera lucida
attached to an Olympus BH2 microscope.
Multiunit activity was sorted into multiple single units off line using
the BrainWave common processing software. The software allows the
segregation of spikes on the basis of waveform parameters. Activity that
could not be segregated into single units (or in a few cases into small
clusters having identical response properties) was not analyzed.
Poststimulus time histograms were reconstructed off line (using the
Macintosh-based BRAHMS software nrovided bv Dr. N. Weinberger) after
off-line spike discrimination. For each isolatedunit, separate histograms
were made for each intensity used for isointensity tone presentations.
The histograms plotted spikes per second on the y-axis against tone
frequency on the x-axis (with each tone frequency having its own poststimulus time window). From these histograms, the characteristic frequency (CF), the frequency at which a unit had its lowest threshold
(Moller, 1983), was determined (see above for definition of threshold).
Tuning (frequency threshold) curves were constructed by plotting the
bandwidth of excitatory responses at the threshold intensity and at
intensities above threshold (in lo-20 dB increments). The sharpness of
tuning was evaluated by cal&lating the bandwidth of the tuning curve
at 10 dB above threshold (BW) and the Q 10 statistic (CF/BW) (Calford,
1983).

Results
The main concern of this study waswith unit responsesin AL.
However, in each experiment we recorded from units in overlying areasof the STR while driving the electrode ventrally to
AL. Findings from the caudate-putamen(CPU), the globuspallidum (GP), and the amygdalostriatal transition area (AST) will
therefore be presentedaswell. Further, cellswere recorded from
in the MGv (ventral division of MGB), in order to compare
responseproperties in AL, AST, GP, and CPU with response
properties in a structure of the primary auditory pathway. Since
neurons in striatal areashad similar responseproperties,results
from theseareaswill be consideredtogether.

Responses to broad-band acoustic stimuli

responded

with a transient,

short-latency

burst of action

potentials (Fig. 2a), sometimesfollowed by later responses(Fig.
2b). The remaining cellseither had sustaineddischarges(18%)
(Fig. 2c) or offset responses(2%) (not shown). Inhibitory responseswere not usually detected becauseof the low rates of
spontaneousdischargein these cells. Thresholds for the excitatory responseswere typically in the 30-60 dB SPL range.
Cells in AL and STR typically had early onset latencies(1225 msec).Responselatencieswere slightly longer in AL (15-25
msec)than in STR (12-l 8 msec).The initial short-latency responseswere often followed by later responses(usually around
60-70 msecor loo-150 msec). Cells with long-latency initial
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Cells were selected for study by responsivity to broad-band
acoustic searchstimuli (bursts of white noise or transient clicks
at 80-100 dB SPL). A total of 142 units were recorded in AL
(n = 94) and STR (n = 48). The greater number of units studied
in AL reflects the focus of this project on the amygdala rather
than the relative difficulty or easeof identifying cells, as many
cells encountered in STR were not studied in detail.
Cellsidentified in AL and STR by broad-band acoustic stimulation either had low levels of spontaneousactivity (65%) or
were not spontaneouslyactive (35%). The spontaneouslyactive
cells fired about once per secondon the average,with the most
active cells firing three to five times per second. The active cells
often exhibited short bursts of spontaneousdischargesinterspersedwith long periods(severalto many seconds)of inactivity
(Fig. 1).
Most cells (80%) activated in AL and STR by broad-band
stimuli

of Neuroscience,

(set)

Figure 1. Spontaneous firing rates of three representative units in AL
recorded continuously for 5 min (one sweep; bin time, 1 msec).

responseswere more common in AL (25 of 94) than in STR (3
of 48).
Some acoustically responsivecells in AL (41%) and most in
STR (94%) were easily and consistently driven by repetitions
of acoustic searchstimuli (Fig. 3). In AL 35 of the 45 units and
in STR 35 of the 36 units that respondedconsistently had early
onset latencies(12-25 msec).
A large subsetof units recorded in AL (59%) rapidly habituated to repeated presentationsof broad-band search stimuli
(Fig. 3). These units only fired in responseto the first two to
five repetitions ofthe stimulusand thereafter wereunresponsive.
A change in stimulus intensity sometimes revived the cell’s
responsivity. Rapidly habituating units in AL usually required
high-intensity stimulation (SO-100 dB) of white noise or clicks
to produce any response.Many (69.3%) of these habituating
units exhibited short-latency responses (< 25 msec), but others
(26.7%) only respondedwith long latencies(60-l 50 msec)(Fig.
3). When both short- and long-latency responseswere evoked
from habituating cells, the shorter-latency responsestended to
be lessconsistentacrossstimulusrepetitions. In contrast, longerlatency responsestended to remain over more repetitions and
to have lower thresholds.Thus, as the intensity of the stimulus
was lowered, the shorter-latency responsesdropped out lo-20
dB before the longer latency responses.Only two rapidly ha-
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into two groups on the basis of frequency receptive field properties: relatively tuned cells (n = 10) and untuned cells(n = 25).
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Figure 2. Typical responses of units in the AL and overlying areas of
the STR to broad-band auditory stimulation (white noise, 80 dB SPL,
100 msec; 10 sweeps; 5 msec bin time). a, Transient response; b, transient response followed by later response; c, sustained response. Poststimulus time histograms summating responses over the 10 trails are
shown, with the stimulus period marked by the solid bar underneath
each histogram. Above each histogram, raster plots illustrate the temporal distribution of spikes for each trial, with the first trial plotted on
the bottom row.

bituating

units were seen in STR, and thesehad onsetlatencies

> 100 msec.

Frequency receptive field properties
Frequency

receptive

field determinations

Relatively tuned cells exhibited a preference for a specific frequency or frequency range. Although these cells typically respondedto many frequencieswhen tested at high intensity levels, the range of responsive frequencies narrowed as intensity
approached threshold levels. Relatively tuned cells in AL all
had CFs above 10 kHz (Fig. 4). For somerelatively tuned cells
in AL the frequency range responded to at intensities near
threshold was fairly narrow. Although others responded to a
wider range of frequencies, these were classified as relatively
tuned becausethey had a clear preferencefor a frequency range,
ascontrastedto the untuned cellsdescribedbelow that responded to more or lessthe entire frequency spectrum. For the group
of relatively tuned cells, the excitatory bandwidth (the distance
in kHz between the highest and lowest frequency producing
excitatory responsesat 10 dB above threshold) was 10.5 & 1.4
kHz on average (range, 6-l 8 kHz) (Fig. 5). The QlO value for
the relatively tuned cells was2.1 f 0.4 (range, 1.1-4.1) (Fig. 6).
The four cellswith the sharpesttuning (Q 10 values between2.2
and 4.1) had CFs above 16 kHz (with three of the four having
CFs between 25 and 30 kHz). The averagethreshold was 28 f
7.7 dB (range, - 10 to 70 dB) (Fig. 7). Latencies, determined
from responsesto broad-band stimulation, fell into two groups.
Six of the relatively tuned cellsrespondedwith short initial onset
latencies (15-25 msec), while the other four had long initial
onset latency responses(about 60 msec).Relatively tuned cells
with short-latency responseswere all in the dorsal part of AL,
and those with longer latencieswere more common in the ventral part (Fig. 8).
Untuned cells(n = 25) wereacousticallyresponsivebut showed
no obvious frequency preferences. Even at intensities near
threshold, these cells tended to respond over a wide range of
frequencies;in someinstancesresponseswere presentover the
entire spectrum tested, and in other instancesresponseswere
evoked by multiple, fairly wide ranges of discontinuous frequencies. These cells responded with onset latencics (determined from responsesto broad-band stimulation) of either 1525 msec (n = 18) or 260 msec (n = 7) (Fig. 8) and had an
average threshold of 37.6 f 4.1 dB (range, O-80 dB) (Fig. 7).
Untuned cells were more common in the ventral AL than the
dorsal AL (Fig. 8). The excitatory bandwidth and QlO values
could not be computed sincethesecellsdid not have an obvious
CF.

(see Materials

and

Methods) were made for 35 units in AL and 19 in STR. Additionally, receptive fields were determined for 7 units in MGv.
Lateral nucleus of the amygdala. AL units could be classified

to a series of isointensity

tones could

not be as-

sessedin a third group of AL cells (rapidly habituating cells; n
= 49) becausethey exhibited rapid habituation to repetitive
stimulation, even when the seriesof stimuli involved unique
frequencies,asin the isointensity seriesused.In the later studies
we found that lengthening the interstimulus interval from 1 to
5 set allowed usto collect somedata on the frequency responses
of the rapidly habituating cells. Rapidly habituating cellstested
in this way showedlittle tendency for frequency preferences.
Striatum. Most (14 of 19) cells in STR tended to prefer particular frequenciesor a narrow range of frequencies(relatively
tuned cells). Relatively tuned cellsin STR had CFs more evenly
distributed acrossthe frequency spectrum testedthan relatively
tuned cells in AL. The cells had a frequency bandwidth of 8.8
* 1.1 kHz (range, 4-18 kHz) at 10 dB above threshold (Fig. 5)
and had a QlO of 2.3 + 0.9 (range, 1.1-4.0) (Fig. 6). Average
threshold for thesecells was around 10 f 4.3 dB SPL (Fig. 7).
Initial spike latency was between 12 and 20 msec(Fig. 8). In
two instances,two peaks of frequency sensitivity were present
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Consistently

driven units with short latency responses

Consistently

driven units with long latency responses

Habituating

units with short latency responses

Habituating

units with long latency responses

F&we 3. Anatomical map showing the locations of different classes of units responsive to broad-band auditory stimuli (white noise, 80 dB SPL,
100 msec) in the AL and overlying areas of the STR. Cells were differentiated on the basis of response latency (early, 12-25 msec; late, 60-150
msec) and response consistency (consistent units responded to repeated stimuli; habituating units only responded to initial presentations). Open
circle, intermediate response latency (30-40 msec); AX, basolateral nucleus of the amygdala; ABM, basomedial nucleus of the amygdala; ACE,
central nucleus of the amygdala; ALd, lateral nucleus of the amygdala, dorsal division; ALv, lateral nucleus of the amygdala, ventral division; AM,
medial nucleus of the amygdala; AST, amygdalostriatal transistion area; CPU, caudate-putamen; ec, external capsule; EN, endopiriform nucleus;
GP, globus pallidus; ic, internal capsule; ot, optic tract; st, stria terminalis.

in a single unit (Fig. 9). The five untuned cells in STR responded
to many frequencies, even at low stimulus intensities. Untuned
cells had a threshold
of 44.0 ? 8.2 dB. Their latencies were
either short (12-20 msec; IZ = 2), intermediate
(3040 msec; n

= 2) or long (>60 msec; n = 1).
Ventral division of the medial genie&ate body. Auditory responses of units in AL and STR were compared with responses
obtained from the ventral division of the MGv. Cells in MGv,
the specific or lemniscal thalamocortical
relay nucleus in the
auditory system (Morest, 1975; Calford and Aitkin, 1983; Winer
and Morest, 1983; Redies et al., 1989) have short-latency
responses to low-intensity
stimuli and are narrowly tuned (Calford
and Webster, 198 1; Calford, 1983). MGv cells thus offer a useful
point of reference for interpreting
responses in AL and STR.

Twenty cells were identified in MGv in responseto broadband auditory stimulation. All cells responded with short initial
onset latencies (7-12 msec)and some also had longer-latency
responses(> 100msec).Most had onsetresponses,though a few

had sustained responses.Frequency receptive fields were examined for seven of the MGv cells selected more or lessat
random from the population identified. For all seven cells, the
early onset responseshad strong frequency preferencesat low
stimulus intensities. CFs were seenacrossthe frequency spectrum, but CFs above 10 kHz were more commonly encountered
than CFs below 10 kHz (Fig. 10). The frequency bandwidth at
10dB above threshold was 3.1 + 1.2 kHz (range, 2-5 kHz) (Fig.
5) and the Q 10 values were 4.7 f 1.1 on average (range, 2.09.0) (Fig. 6). Intensity thresholdswere around - 14 * 4 dB SPL
(Fig. 7). Frequency specificity was lacking in the long-latency
responses(> 100 msec).
Discussion
The purposeof the present study wasto provide an initial characterization of acoustic responseproperties of neurons in the
rat AL, a structure implicated in emotional functions by way
of its anatomical connections with acoustic processingareasin
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the thalamus and neocortex (see introductory remarks). Our
results show that many neurons in AL, as well as neurons in
overlying areas of the STR (CPU, AST, GP), are responsive
both to broad-band acoustic stimuli and to pure tones. The
sensoryresponsecharacteristics of these neurons have important implications for understandingthe sensory basisof information processingfunctions of theseareas.
Amygdala and striatal areas are not traditionally viewed as
sensory processingstructures. Recordings of auditory evoked
responsesfrom these areas thus need to be compared against
someauditory standard. For this purpose, we have chosenthe
MGv, the specificor lemniscalthalamocortical relay nucleusin
the auditory system. Studies of cats have shown that ceils in
MGv exhibit short-latency, low-threshold, frequency-specific
responsesto acoustic stimuli (Calford and Webster, 1981; Calford, 1983). Our findings in rat are in good agreement with
findings from cats. Cells in rat MGv respondedwith onset latencies of 7-12 msecto pure tones. The cells could be consistently activated by repetitive acoustic stimulation with broadband stimuli or tones.Threshold in responseto toneswasaround
- 14 dB SPL (this should be viewed as a relative threshold
measuresince we did not calibrate inside the ear canal of each
animal). The cells had CFs distributed across the frequency
spectrum tested(l-30 kHz), although high-frequency cells(cells
with CFs above 10 kHz) were most common. BW (bandwidth
of excitatory responsesat 10 dB above threshold) was always
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restricted to a narrow range of frequencies. BW was slightly
wider than that reported for the cochlear nucleus of the rat
(Moller, 1983), suggestingconvergencein the frequency domain
between the cochlcar nucleusand the MGv.
Cells in AL differed from MGv cells in several important
ways. First, in responseto white noise, most cells in AL tended
to give initial onset responsesin the 15-25 msecrange. This is
roughly twice the latency seenin MGv cells (7-l 2 msec).
Second, many cells in AL (59%) were of the rapidly habituating type. They respondedto the first few presentationsofwhite
noisebut were subsequentlyunresponsiveunlesslong interstimulusintervals and high stimulus intensitieswereused.Such cells
were not encountered in MGv.
Third, other cells in AL (about 30%)respondedrepeatedly to
auditory stimuli but showed no frequency preferences.These
cellsrespondedindiscriminantly to a wide rangeof stimuli, often
giving responsesacross the frequency spectrum, even at low
stimulus intensities. These auditory responsive, but untuned,
cells were not seen in MGv but have been described in the
medial division of MGB (MGm) of the cat (e.g., Calford, 1983),
a division known to project to AL (LeDoux et al., 1990a).
Fourth, a small group of cells (n = 10, about 11%)exhibited
clear preferencesfor restricted frequencies. The BW and the
QlO (CF/BW) of thesecellswere on averagewider than that of
MGv cells. AL cells thus would in general appear to receive
auditory information that has converged more acrossthe fre-
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Figure 5. Frequencybandwidth(thedistance
in kHz betweenthehigh-

estandlowestfrequencyproducingexcitatoryresponses)
at 10dB above
thresholdfor AL, STR, andMGv cells.AL andSTRwereboth significantly differentfrom MGv (one-wayANOVA: F(2,30) = 8.38,p <
0.001;posthoc t testscomparingAL to MGv andSTR to MGv were
significantat the 0.01level).Valuesshownaremean+ SE.
quency domain than MGv cells. Cellsin the more medial areas
of the MGB, the areascontaining the thalamoamygdalaprojection neurons, in fact tend to exhibit broader tuning than cells
in the MGv (Calford, 1983), thus possibly accounting for the
difference we observed between AL and MGv. However, some
cells in the medial areas of the auditory thalamus also show
narrow tuning (Calford, 1983), which may account for the fact
that the more sharply tuned AL cells had Q 10 values that overlapped with the lower values obtained from MGv. AL neurons
thus exhibit a wide range of tuning, from very broad to fairly
narrow.
Fifth, the CFs of AL cells were all in the high end of the
frequency spectrum (above 10 kHz), and three of cellswith the
most restricted frequency responseshad CFs between 25 and
30 kHz. Although cells with high CFs were also predominant
in MGv, cells with CFs below 10 kHz were also found. The
concentration of high frequencies in these structures may be
related to the the importance frequenciesin this range for rodents as distresssignals(seebelow).
Sixth, regardlessof other characteristics,AL cells tended to
have high thresholdsin responseto tones. For example, cellsin
MGv had thresholds around - 14 dB, whereasthe tuned and
untuned cells in AL had average thresholds of 28 and 38 dB,
respectively (with the range extending over 70 dB for both cell
types). These differences, while best viewed as relative differencesrather than absolute SPL values, illustrate a large difference in threshold between AL and MGv cells.
Auditory responseswere somewhatdifferent in the dorsal and
ventral parts of AL. Relatively tuned cellstended to be located
in the dorsal rather than the ventral AL, whereasuntuned and
rapidly habituating cells tended to be more common in the
ventral AL. Further, for a given cell type (i.e., relatively tuned,
untuned, habituating), latenciestended to be somewhatshorter
in the dorsal than ventral AL. Thesedistinctions may be related
to differencesin the anatomical inputs to the dorsal and ventral
AL. For example, projections from the auditory thalamus terminate more extensively in the dorsal than ventral AL (Fig. 3
in LeDoux et al., 1990b, Turner and Herkenham, 1991). Since

AL

STR

MGv

Figure 6. Q 10valuesfor cellsin AL, STR,andMGv. Q10valueswere

only calculatedfor cellswith tuningproperties(i.e., all MGv cellsand
relatively tunedcellsin AL and STR). QlO valueswerecalculatedas
CF/BW (seeMaterialsand Methods).AL and STR wereboth significantly different from MGv (one-wayANOVA: F(2,30) = 6.75, p <
0.004;posthoc t testscomparingAL to -MGv and STRto MGv were
significantat the 0.05 level).Valuesshownaremeanrt SE.
the ventral AL appearsto receive projections from the dorsal
AL (J. LeDoux, unpublished observations with Phaseolusvulgarisleucoagglutinin),the responsepropertiesof ventral AL cells
may in part reflect convergence of inputs from several dorsal
AL cellswith somewhatmore specificresponseproperties. Corticoamygdala projections have not been reported to terminate
more extensively in the dorsal AL.
Cells in STR shared many characteristics with cells in the
dorsal AL, but alsodiffered in somerespects.First, striatal cells
seldomexhibited rapid habituation; though somewhatlesscommon in the dorsal than the ventral AL, habituating cells were
more common in dorsal AL than in striatal areas.Second,stri-
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-20 1
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Figure 7. Thresholdintensity(theloweststimulusintensityproducing

anyauditory response)
for cellsin AL, STR,andMGv. TunedAL and
STRcellswereboth significantlydifferentfrom MGv (one-wayANOVA: F(4,56) = 13.3,p < 0.001;posthoc t testscomparingtunedAL
to MGv and tuned STR to MGv weresignificantat the 0.01 level).
Valuesshownaremean+ SE.
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Figure 8. Anatomicalmap showing the location of tuned and untuned units in AL and STR. Cells in these categories are further distinguished
on the basis of their response latencies (early, 12-25 msec; late, 60-150 msec). Latencies were obtained in response to broad-band stimulation
(white noise, 80 dB, 100 msec). See Figure 3 for abbreviations.

atal cellshad CFs more evenly distributed acrossthe frequency
range (frequenciesbelow 10 kHz were found in the striatum).
Third, striatal cells had somewhat lower auditory thresholds
and shorter latencies than dorsal AL cells. These differences
between striatal and AL cells may be related to differencesin
anatomical connections. The posterior striatal areasrecorded
from receivethe thalamic auditory inputs mainly from the MGm,
whereasmost of the thalamic auditory projections to AL come
from the posterior intralaminar nucleus(PIN) (LeDoux et al.,
1990a).Electrical stimulation studieshave alsoshownthat units
in STR respond slightly faster than AL units to stimulation of
the auditory thalamus(Clugnet et al., 1990), suggestingthat the
MGm-STR projection may have a somewhatfaster conduction
velocity than the PIN-AL projection. Also, striatal areasreceive
projections from primary auditory cortex, as well as from auditory associationcortex (Jonesand Powell, 1970; Kemp and
Powell, 1970; Yeterian and Van Hoesen, 1978), whereasthe
amygdala only receives inputs from the later stagesof sensory
processing(Jonesand Powell, 1970; Herzog and Van Hoesen,

1975; Turner et al., 1980; Amaral, 1987). Thus, both thalamic
and cortical pathways to the amygdalaappearto reachthe striaturn earlier than the amygdala.
It is possiblethat the earliest responses(12-20 msec)to auditory stimuli are mediated by direct thalamic projections to
AL, AST, and CPU (LeDoux et al., 1990a). Thalamic (MGB)
cells respond to acoustic stimuli within 7-10 msec, and stimulation of MGB produces unit responsesin AL and STR in 48 msec.Theselatenciessuggesta transmissiontime from stimulus onsetto AL and STR of about 1l-1 8 msec,which is roughly
what we observed. Also, sincethe thalamoamygdalaprojection
arisesfrom cellsMGm and PIN, where narrowly tuned, broadly
tuned, and untuned acoustically responsivecells are found but
broad and untuned cells predominate (Calford and Webster,
1981; Calford and Aitkin, 1983; Bordi and LeDoux, unpublished observations on PIN), the receptive field properties of
cells in AL and STR are consistent with those of the thalamic
cells of origin of the projection and therefore with direct thalamoamygdalatransmission.However, there are multiple, poly-
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transmitted from thalamus to cortex and back to thalamus before being transmitted to amygdala (either directly or by way
of cortex) and might lose tuning specificity in the process.Also,
AL receives projections from portions of the hippocampal formation and the frontal cortex (Veening, 1978; Aggleton et al.,
1980; Ottersen, 1982; Russchen,1982). Theseareasreceive auditory signals over highly convergent, polysynaptic, corticocortical transmissionroutes (Pandya and Kuypers, 1969; Jones
and Powell, 1970; Van Hoesen, 1982; Amaral, 1987). Our observation that the late acousticresponseswerein generalbroadly
tuned if not untuned is consistentwith transmissionover channels where extensive frequency convergencehas taken place.
Studies of unit activity in the amygdala have tended to focus

synaptic routes through auditory cortex for thalamocorticoamygdala transmission in the rat (LeDoux et al., 1991; L. M.
Romanski and J. E. LeDoux, unpublished observations), as in
other species(e.g., Jones and Powell, 1970; Herzog and Van
Hoesen, 1975; Turner et al., 1980; Amaral, 1987), and these
pathways could conceivably account for responsesthat are too
late to beaccountedfor by direct thalamoamygdalatransmission
(responsesaround 20-25 msec).Responsesare also seenin AL
around 60 msecand again between 100 and 150 msec.These
long-latency responsesare likely to reflect longer transmission
loops. For example, cells in MGv exhibit long-latency auditory
responsesthat are untuned, in contrast to the tuned, shortlatency responses,suggestingthat acoustic signals might be
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Figure 9. Tuning (frequency threshold) curves for six relatively tuned neurons located in STR. See Figure 4 for
explanation of tuning curveconstruction. Compare with tuning curves from
AL (Fig. 4) and MGv (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10. Tuning curves for six tuned
neurons located in MGv. See Figure 4
for explanation of tuning curve construction. Compare with tuning curves
from AL (Fig. 4) and STR (Fig. 9).
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on responses evoked by complex sensory stimuli with social or
biological significance (see introductory remarks). With such
stimuli, it is difficult to know whether the units are driven by
component features or instead by some more global, objectlevel (configural) property of the stimulus. O’Keefe and Bouma
(1969) reported that some neurons in the cat amygdala that
responded strongly to complex acoustic stimuli (bird calls) did
not respond to tones. Few details were given as to the frequencies
and intensities of the tones tested. Although the responses of
neurons to tones are difficult to evaluate in the absence of proper
frequency receptive field analyses, observations of this type have
been used to justify the interpretation of responses to complex
stimuli in terms of high-level stimulus properties. The present
findings, together with the results of several other studies, show
that amygdala neurons do respond to tones (Brown and Buchwald, 1973; Le Gal La Salle and Ben-Ari, 1981; Pascoe and
Kapp, 1985). In auditory cortex, responses to some (Phillips ct
al., 1985) but not all (Newman and Wollberg, 1973; Winter and
Funkenstein, 1973) complex sounds are in part predictable by
the response area of the neuron, as determined by responses to
individual tones (Aitkin, 1990). Given that some amygdala neurons have fairly restricted response areas, it is possible that
responses to complex sounds by amygdala neurons may in part
reflect responses to simpler stimulus properties. At a minimum,
the frequency receptive field findings argue that responses to
complex stimuli should be cautiously interpreted.
An important consideration in comparing results from different studies is the region of the amygdala recorded from. AL
receives most of the direct sensory inputs from areas of the
cortex and thalamus (see introductory remarks). Our recordings
in AL identified some cells with restricted receptive fields, especially in the dorsal AL. Recordings in other amygdala regions
are likely to have broader receptive fields since these areas are
farther removed from the sensory system. Past recording studies
of the amygdala, with the exception of the work of Le Gal La
Salle and Ben-Ari (198 l), have not focused on recordings from
AL. It is possible that additional convergence across the frequency domain occurs in amygdaloid regions receiving efferents
from AL. This could perhaps account in part for complex stimulus properties of cells in these other areas, provided that such
responses turn out to not be driven by simpler stimulus properties.
The picture of AL that emerges from these data is that of a
structure with a neural architecture designed to respond to
acoustic events with a wide range of response characteristics,
many of which are readily interpreted in terms of the amygdala’s
role in fear-related behaviors (Davis et al., 1987; LeDoux, 1987,
1990; Kapp et al., 1990; Panksepp et al., 1991). Rapidly habituating cells may be involved in the detection of novel or
changing patterns of stimulation. Novelty and change are important triggers of fear (Gray, 1987). Other cells respond indiscriminantly to acoustic events and may play some role in generally “arousing”
AL neurons in preparation for auditory
processing, raising the net excitatory level of this tightly interconnected structure (McDonald, 1984). Cells selectively tuned
to narrow ranges of high frequencies may allow the amygdala
to respond to ultrasonic, biologically relevant events, such as
high-frequency distress calls. Recent studies, for example, have
shown that adult rats produce ultrasounds in the range of 1827 kHz when exposed to a predator (Blanchard et al., 1991).
Finally, the insensitivity of AL neurons to low levels of auditory
stimulation may allow the amygdala to attend selectively to
“loud” events. It is easy to imagine how this might be of value

to a system involved in processing threatening stimuli. Stimulus
intensity is a clue to stimulus distance (other things being equal
the louder of two stimuli is likely to be the closer) and proximal
stimuli are of more immediate threat than distal stimuli.
The foregoing has emphasized the “hard-wired”
aspects of
amygdala function. However, the amygdala is also importantly
involved in emotional learning (e.g., Davis et al., 1987; Kapp
et al., 1990; LeDoux, 1990; Miserendino et al., 1990) and the
sensory response properties observed in this study could be
related to learning processes. Learning could involve a lowering
of the threshold for a given frequency range that is associated
in a temporally specific manner with a biologically significant
event (an unconditioned stimulus in language of conditioning).
That AL neurons exhibit plasticity has been shown in conditioning studies (Le Gal La Salle and Ben-Ari, 1981) and in
studies of synaptic plasticity (Chapman and Brown, 1988; Clugnet and LeDoux, 1990). What is needed is an analysis of the
effects of learning on frequency receptive field properties of AL
neurons, such as has been performed by Weinberger’s group on
neurons in the auditory system (e.g., Weinberger et al., 1990).
Although we have focused on frequency specificity in response
to tones, many other acoustic features remain to be analyzed in
amygdala neurons. The fact that only a small proportion of cells
were classified as relatively tuned does not mean that the remaining cells are acoustically uninteresting.
In conclusion, we report that (1) many neurons in AL and
STR are responsive to broad-band acoustic stimuli, (2) some of
the acoustically responsive neurons have relatively restrictive
frequency receptive fields while others are acoustically responsive but untuned with respect to frequency, (3) the relatively
tuned cells are not as narrowly tuned as cells in the tonotopically
organized MGv, and (4) the relatively tuned cells have higher
thresholds than cells in MGv. These findings show that brain
areas, such as AL and STR, connected with but outside the
normal boundaries of primary sensory systems, maintain sensory tuning properties. The information processing functions of
such areas might therefore be fruitfully approached as direct
extensions of sensory afferent structures.
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